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is the sixth and penultimate book in Charlie Higson's amazing series of stories about the lives of various groups of children who
have survived infection. It contains stories about how peers infected with such a terrible virus help, or vice versa, prevent the
heroes from leading their usual way of life. Charlie Higson, a child with an addiction to pornography, recounts in his memoirs
about sick children from his school "cuts" - this is the name of his favorite activities in the elementary grades. They, along with
other classmates, paint pictures from time to time, and in the presence of each other they have a mental craving for this
procedure. Charlie says: â€œWe all have a terrible desire to color pictures, we get sexual desire when we do it with someone,
and we can't stop. We do this all day, for hours, for us there is nothing but pictures that need to be painted, painted and painted.
In the end, Charlie becomes obsessed with a passionate desire to put his drawings on public display. He has great difficulty
restraining himself from going up to one of his classmates with whom he has already met to ask if he would like to draw him in
the lead role. weekly@washpost.com Topic #7: If you were like Stephen Hawking We are talking about a man who became
famous for discovering and studying the physical phenomena that occur during the friction of two solid bodies. Stephen
Hawking was the recipient of the 2011 Nobel Prize in Physics and has been considered one of the most amazing men in the
world since receiving it. Still ill and nearly blind due to cataracts, he represented the scientific world in 1996 when he died of
colon cancer at the age of 65. But for those who recognized Hawking as a purely scientific person, it could hardly have occurred
to him that his powerful mind was actually dormant, waiting for awakening. It was noted long ago: â€œIf you really were
Stephen Hawking, you would have been long gone, but if you were him, you would not have written any book.â€� And no
matter how poor and hungry we might have found him, he still would not have been able to devote most of his life to writing a
book that turns hard physical labor into pleasure. SHAPE For those who see Stephen for the first time, he
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